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• Why you should care
• What other libraries are doing
• What I am doing
• Demonstration
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Presentation Notes
How many of you currently manage a knowledge base?How many of you manage two KBs?How many of you have gone through a system migration in the past three years?How many of you have to correct publisher data and KB data on a regular basis?�
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Presentation Notes
As librarians and staff interested in continuing resources, we know that we are constantly getting updates, lists are in constant flux, and resources are always being added.  Metadata about our collections has a hard time keeping up, even when we are using commercial kbs that are supposed to keep track of it for us.Many of us, as seen, are going through new systems migrations and trying to keep perhaps multiple systems going in parallel.   Even if the systems we are transferring to say they will migrate our holdings for us, this process rarely works out smoothly.  Lots of data cleanup is required, and we often end up having to add our own unique holdings that no other library has into the KBs ourselves.



So what is 
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Presentation Notes
Used to be called Google Refine until 2012, when Google sold it.  



The wilds of messy data can be…



Transformed

Clustered

Explored via Facets

Extended
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Presentation Notes
This tool is called either a data wrangling or data cleanup tool.  What it does is it takes data that already exists and is relatively complete from something like an excel spreadsheet or a tab delimited format and gives you a lot of tools to use to get rid of duplicates, unify naming conventions, and transform data from one format (like a publisher sheet) into another (like the format required for upload into your KB or catalog.)It allows you to do this without having to know any programming languages, in a GUI format.  It also gives you a lot of ability to save the steps you take on one data project and use them again for other similar projects, saving a lot of time and basically making macros on the fly.Finally, it is free and well supported online.  Many of the formulas you would need to develop for cleaning up a certain issue have already been developed and are available for you to copy online.



Conquered!



Big Data Friendly

Data Entry Friendly

Totally Coding Free
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does not work well for Big Data.  It has a limited number of lines and will slow to an infinitesimal crawl if you try and bring in a file in the many gigsIt is not the easiest tool in which to do data entry.  Spreadsheets are still the best for that. I tend to enter my data in first in excel or google docs and then bring it in.While you do not need to know how to code to use it, a knowledge of APIs, Regular Expressions and how to read and formulate a coding language is very useful to do anything customized or complex.
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Duke librarians have used it to transform their database list from metalib and clean it up to make it easier to look through and bring into serials solutions discovery layer. 
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Saint Olaf college used OpenRefine to bring together, clean up and also create a simple on the fly controlled vocabulary for subjects and publisher for their special collection catalog records for their Norwegian American Imprints Book Collection.
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OhioLink uses OpenRefine extensively to maintain their consortium’s title lists, and also clean up usage reports of their web services from google analytics that come in XML format.





My Own OpenRefine Journey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to be focusing on using it to clean up title lists from publishers for ingest into knowledgebases, specifically how you can use it to get publisher lists into KBART format, which is what the KB that I use, Worldshare, requires.  I will also be touching a bit on how it is used to an even greater extent with the GOKb project, in order to take all publisher files and get them to meet the strict standards of entry that GOKb requries.This will all be coming from my roll as an electronic resources librarian at UNCG, where I have been actively involved with cleaning up title lists and doing major data projects, as we have struggled with publisher lists and accurate listings done by OCLC.  Also comes from my time at NC State working with GOKb as one of the main project people.I hope this will show you one way that it can be used to improve the ever increasing amounts of data that pour into our library and that seeing some of its functionality, you will be inspired and think of your own library and ways it can be benificial.



Openrefine.org
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Presentation Notes
Go to Openrefine.org and click on the download button from home page to get to the page seen here.  You can download for Windows, Mac or Linux simply by following the directions on the top of the page.  The download goes onto your local machine, but its interface is via a web browser.  So it is a local program that interfaces with the web so that it can more easily.�



2. Create a Project
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Presentation Notes
To open OpenRefine, go into where the file was extracted and click on the diamond looking icon.  This will open up a console window, which will run for a few seconds, and then a window will open in the default web browser, as is seen in this slide.  The first time using OpenRefine, use Create Project to get started, not Open Project. Open Project is where to find projects that have already been created.Listed here are the file types that you can bring in.  For GOKb, we almost always bring in excel files.  But as long as your file you are trying to bring in is one of these file types it should work. The most common way that I have found to bring in a file is through “this computer”, which I will discuss in a bit more detail a few slides in.  I want to quickly point out the other ways you can bring data into OpenRefine.



2. Create a Project
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Presentation Notes
In the clipboard, you can past your data directly from a tsv or csv and load it that way.  This works well if you have just received a bunch of JSON results for example, and you want to work with them right away.



2. Create a Project
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Presentation Notes
Select open and its name will appear next to browse.  When ready to bring that data in, you select next
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This is a preview of what the file will look like once in OpenRefine, and it has some options that allow you to fix the formatting before fully creating a project.  When a file is loaded, it automatically attempts to detect what type of file is being brought in and respond accordingly.  If it has misidentified a file, be sure to select the correct type manually.  For example, I brought in an excel file and it has automatically identified the correct format.A few things about bringing items:Point out making sure your column names remain column namesPoint out how to ignore many lines on topCheck “store file source”, as this makes sure that your records are each represented as individual rows.  If you don’t do this and you have blank values in the first row you import, it will group all blank records under the top filled record.  This is called a record, and while it can sometimes be useful, I rarely find it so in my work.When bringing things in from tab deliminated files, I also make sure that everything is being parsed as text.  Otherwise sometimes numbers and dates can get screwed up in the transition, especially if coming from excel.



Live Demo



• OpenRefine Main Documentation:
– Main Refine Page: http://openrefine.com
– Official OpenRefine FAQ: 

https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/FAQ
– Screencasts introducing OpenRefine: 

https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/Screencasts
– OpenRefine Wiki: https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/

• General Tutorials:
– Free Your Metadata: http://freeyourmetadata.com
– Getting Started with OpenRefine: 

https://wikis.utexas.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=46631837)
– A Librarian’s Guide to OpenRefine: 

http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/?p=4253
– Using OpenRefine to Clean Multiple Documents in the Same Way: 

http://schoolofdata.org/2013/07/26/using-openrefine-to-clean-multiple-
documents-in-the-same-way/

– Chitchat with New Datasets: Facets in OpenRefine:
– https://blog.ouseful.info/2012/11/06/chit-chat-with-new-datasets-facets-

in-open-was-google-refine

http://openrefine.com/
https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/FAQ
https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/Screencasts
https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine/wiki/
https://wikis.utexas.edu/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=46631837
http://acrl.ala.org/techconnect/?p=4253
http://schoolofdata.org/2013/07/26/using-openrefine-to-clean-multiple-documents-in-the-same-way/
https://blog.ouseful.info/2012/11/06/chit-chat-with-new-datasets-facets-in-open-was-google-refine


Get out there and explore!
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